ABSTRACT Practical applications often require learning algorithms capable of addressing data streams with concept drift and class imbalance. This paper proposes an online active learning paired ensemble for drifting streams with class imbalance. The paired ensemble consists of a long-term stable classifier and a dynamic classifier to address both sudden concept drift and gradual concept drift. To select the most representative instances for learning, a hybrid labeling strategy which includes an uncertainty strategy and an imbalance strategy is proposed. The uncertainty strategy applies a margin-based uncertainty criterion and a dynamic adjustment threshold. Based on the categorical distribution of the last data block, the imbalance strategy prefers to learn instances of the minority category. In addition, it also incorporates the advantages of the traditional random strategy and helps to capture the drifts away from the decision boundary. Experiments on real datasets and synthetic datasets utilize prequential AUC as an evaluation index, comparing the classification performance of our method with semi-supervised and supervised learning methods. The results show that the proposed methods can obtain higher AUC values at an even lower labeling cost. Moreover, it is noteworthy that the labeling cost can be dynamically allocated according to the concept drift and imbalance ratio.
I. INTRODUCTION
Classification models are an essential research topic in the fields of artificial intelligence, machine learning and data mining. However, applications in numerous domains such as sensor networks, risk management, traffic flow, telecommunications, and social media mining are affected by concept drift and class imbalance, which will decrease the performance of classification models. Especially in online learning scenarios, data arrive continually in real-time and may vary over time. Therefore, classification models need to learn fast, conserve memory and adapt to change rapidly in these situations.
A classification model aims to predict the label y i (i = 1, 2, . . . , L) of the instance x, where x is a kdimensional feature vector. In the data stream, the tuples (x, yi) are generated by the hidden probability distribution at time t as P t (x, yi), which is called a concept [1] . When the hidden probability distribution between time t and t + 1 is altered, the phenomenon known as concept drift occurs [2] . Because the classification model was trained and updated by the historical instances of the previous concept, it will have difficulty adapting to the new concept, and the classification accuracy will decrease.
Concept drift can be divided into different types according to the major changing variables of Bayes' theorem [3] :
• Real Drift: the posterior distribution P t (y | x) is varying over time without affecting P t (y).
• Virtual Drift: the prior probability P t (y) is varying over time without affecting P t (x | y).
The real drift will change the decision boundary between the classes, but the virtual drift affects the proportion of different classes, which is related to the class imbalance problems. In addition, the concept altering speed is also a relevant factor, and concept drift can usually be categorized into sudden drift and gradual drift [2] according to it. Sudden drift conveys from the old concept to the new concept at a specific time, and it will cause an obvious abrupt decline of classification performance. Conversely, gradual drift takes a relatively long transition time for concept changing, so that the classification model has an adjustment time to learn the mixed concepts. Hence, if the classification model only concentrates on the up-to-date instances, it will have a good performance on sudden drift, while learning a series of recent instances will allow the classification model to perform better on gradual drift [4] .
Class imbalance in classification problems means that some classes are seriously underrepresented compared to others. In many cases, although the classification model focuses on the majority classes and ignores the classification of minority categories, it can still achieve a high overall accuracy, which means there is an unequal performance between the majority and minority classes. Moreover, in the scenario where the minority classes have significant meaning, such as in fault diagnosis, risk prediction and control monitoring systems [5] , the minority classes is the priority determinant of performance evaluation. Class imbalance learning in an online fashion has more intense challenges because a classification model cannot describe the overall imbalance degree, and the imbalance ratio can change over time given the character of data streams [6] .
The joint condition of concept drift and class imbalance has not been completely studied since most of the recent work focuses on concept drift or class imbalance individually [7] . According to the arrival process of the instances, the present research can be divided into the chunk-based learning algorithms and the online learning methods. Therefore, in the consideration of the fact that the online learning methods can be transferred to the batch conditions, this paper focuses on the online learning scenarios. Apart from the instance arrival methods, another important factor that requires consideration is the labeling cost because acquiring the labeled instances may consume considerable time and labor. Active learning applies a labeling-request strategy to choose the most valuable instance and save labeling cost; therefore, our paper focuses on the scenario of online active learning under the conditions of concept drift and class imbalance.
In this paper, we propose a novel online active learning paired ensemble for data streams with concept drift and class imbalance. The paired ensemble has two classifiers: one is a stable classifier to learn the entire data stream; the other is a dynamic classifier which is updated and replaced during the entire learning process to capture the sudden change in the data stream. The new uncertainty strategy and imbalance strategy are applied to select the most representative instances, especially in the minority class.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents an overview of the online active learning under the conditions of concept drift and class imbalance. The paired ensemble framework and label request strategy are described in Section 3. Section 4 shows the experimental results and analysis reports, while the conclusion is provided in Section 5.
II. RELATED WORKS A. ACTIVE LEARNING FOR DATA STREAM
Many studies already exist on active learning for data streams with concept drift and class imbalance respectively. To handle the concept drift of the data streams, active learning methods applied labeling request mechanisms to interactively select the most representative and informative instances under a limited budget [8] . Bouguelia et al. [9] proposed a novel instance weighting-based labeling strategy. First, the minimum weight of the newly arrived instance's class label prediction is calculated for an uncertainty degree judgement. If the minimum weight is below the fixed threshold, the classifier is deemed to be uncertain for the instance and needs the real class label of the instance to update the classifier. Moreover, for the data stream condition, the uncertain threshold is adaptively adjusted, but the process of calculating the minimum weight and adjusting the uncertain threshold are extremely time consuming.
Although an uncertainty strategy [10] is sensitive to the data stream drift, it only selects the label of the instances that are distributed near the decision boundary. Because concept drift may occur anywhere in the instance space, a single uncertainty strategy will ignore the potential concept change that is not close to the boundary, so that many researchers introduce a random strategy [11] to address this problem. The random strategy selects an instance stochastically from the whole instance space which compensates for the shortcomings of an uncertain strategy. Therefore, many studies applied a mixed labeling strategy to capture the concept drift over the entire instance space.
Žliobaitė et al. [12] proposed an active learning framework to govern the learning process and control utilization of the labeling budget for instance-incremental streaming data. Based on this framework, they develop three strategies including the Variable Uncertainty Strategy (VarUn), Uncertainty Strategy with Randomization (RanVarUn), and Split Strategy (Split). Particularly, the RanVarUn strategy combines the uncertainty strategy with the random strategy, which prefers labeling more uncertain instances than certain instances and has a speedier reaction in stationary situations than that of the uncertainty strategy. However, the single classifier incremental learning has disadvantages such as over-adaptation to the old concepts and insensitive responses to the new concept, leading to the decline of classification performance. To overcome the deficiencies of a single classifier, some methods using multiple classifiers were proposed. Krawczyk [13] proposed an Active and Adaptive Ensemble (AAE) learning algorithms, which uses a weighted Naive Bayes classifier to adapt to the drift concept. To control the cost of supervision, the AAE adapts the active learning paradigm to select the most representative instances for labeling. Additionally, AAE forms a committee of simpler and diverse learners which uses a one-vs-one decomposition to address multi-class problem.
Although class imbalance learning has been systematically studied, there are only a few research considerations in online learning under a query budget [14] and the active learning method. Compared to the concept drift condition, online active learning applies the labeling strategy for capturing the minority class in imbalance learning. Zhang et al. [14] presented an asymmetric active querying strategy for active learning in class imbalance problems under a fixed budget limit. The asymmetric active querying strategy assigns different probabilities for queries to instances predicted as positive and negative, so that it can selectively learn the instance of the minority class.
B. APPROACHES FOR BOTH CONCEPT DRIFT AND CLASS IMBALANCE
Recently, some efforts have been made on the joint problem of concept drift and class imbalance because of urgent practical application needs [15] . The Drift Detection Method for Online Class Imbalance (DDM-OCI) proposed by Wang et al. [16] detects concept drift by the minorityclass recall (i.e., true positive rate). However, DDM-OCI shows no response on the concept drift occurring in the majority class. A Linear Four Rates (LFR) [17] approach was then proposed to improve DDM-OCI, which uses the confusion matrix of the minority-class recall and precision and the majority-class recall and precision for drift detection. Brzezinski and Stefanowski [18] , [19] presented the Prequential AUC (PAUC) measures for online scenarios, which can indicate the real performance apparently when the data stream is extremely imbalanced, while the accuracy index cannot reflect the poor classification performance of the minority class. PAUC was used as the indicator in the Page-Hinkley Test [20] , and the PAUC-PH can integrate various classification algorithms. In particular, these three methods provided drift detection techniques for data streams of concept drift and class imbalance, but none of them involve imbalanced class learning methods.
Moreover, a Class Imbalance Detection (CID) approach which calculates the real time size of classes was proposed by Wang et al. [21] . CID reports the current imbalance degree and provides information of which classes belong to the minority and which classes belong to the majority. And it uses a time decay factor to decrease the impaction of historical data. So that it can dynamically reflect the imbalance degree during the whole learning progress. Therefore, it has been used in Oversampling Online Bagging (OOB) and Undersampling Online Bagging UOB [6] for deciding the resampling rate to overcome class imbalance. OOB and UOB integrate oversampling and undersampling respectively to the ensemble learning algorithm Online Bagging (OB) [22] .
However, these methods handle the concept drift and class imbalance separately and apply a sampling method for class imbalance so that they need an assessment of historical data. Moreover, DDM-OCI, LFR, PAUC-PH, CID, OOB and UOB tacitly accept that the classification problem is a binary condition, which defines the classes as the minority and the majority. Hence, these methods cannot be carried out on multiclass classification. Furthermore, these techniques are not in the field of active learning. This paper proposes a novel online active learning framework for the data streams with concept drift and class imbalance. To avoid the overfitting problem of single classifiers, the framework consists of two classifiers: one is the stable classifier that focuses on the gradual concept drifts of the whole stream; another is dynamic for handling sudden drifts. Particularly, the new imbalance labeling strategy based on the size of classes is also applicable for multiclass classification.
III. METHOD
In this section, an active learning paired ensemble framework is proposed for data streams with concept drift and class imbalance. First, we introduce the paired ensemble framework, which consists of a stable classifier and a dynamic classifier. The stable classifier is used for tracking the longterm tendency of the data stream, and the dynamic classifier is created and replaced for handling sudden drifts. Then, the hybrid labeling strategy consisting of an uncertainty strategy and an imbalance strategy for drift and imbalance is advanced. After that, we introduce the learning process for the data stream.
A. ONLINE ACTIVE LEARNING PAIRED ENSEMBLE FRAMEWORK
Let S be an infinite z-dimensional data stream . . . , x i , x i+1 , x i+2 , . . . , and let y t be the true label of x t , where t indicates the time when an instance arrives. To capture the phased concept, the data stream is treated as a series of data blocks, and each block contains I instances. Therefore, the data stream can be considered as a data block queue A 1 , A 2 , . . . , A n−1 , A n . . . . The paired ensemble framework is comprised of a stable classifier C s and a dynamic classifier C d . The joint predictive probability of the paired ensemble is the weighted mean of stable classifier and dynamic classifier. As shown in (1), fEl(x) is the ensemble prediction that the instance x belongs to class l. In addition, w s is the weight of the stable classifiers, and w d is the weight of the dynamic classifier. L is the number of the class labels.
The stable classifier C s learns all the selected instances from the beginning to the end of the data stream, which is used for handling the long-term tendency. For the data block A i , the dynamic classifier C d will be created and then the instances selected from the block A i are learned. When the processing procedure of the block A i is finished, a new dynamic classifier will be initiated by the new data block A i+1 and replace the old dynamic classifier to guarantee that there are always two classifiers in the paired ensemble. Therefore, a dynamic classifier persists for the learning period of a data block, and it can cope with the local concept well, which shows a good performance for sudden concept drift. The online active learning procedure of the paired ensemble framework is shown in Algorithm 1.
At the beginning of the process, the circular array keeps caching the arriving instances until the array is fully filled. Here, the circular array structure is different from the traditional block-based [23] active learning ensemble method, which trains the classifiers on the current block and then 
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When the circular array is filled for the first time, the stable classifier will be created based on the first data block, and it will be duplicated as the first dynamic classifier. The creation process of the stable classifier is the same as that of the dynamic classifier, which is shown in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 CreateNewBaseClassifier(ε)
Input: Instance selection ratio First, randomly select ε portion of no duplicate instances from the current data block and form the data set R for initialization. ε is a predetermined ratio that is related to the labeling budgets. After that, a new classifier will be created and trained on the initialization dataset R. Additionally, the stable classifier also learns the instances in R.
After the first creation of the classifier, the paired ensemble begins to learn the instance in an incremental way. The learning process starts from the first instance in the cache array, and an indicator is used to point out the current processing position. Once a new instance arrives from the data stream, the paired ensemble addresses the new instance and then replaces the instance with the newly arrived instance. Then, the indicator moves backward one step. When the last instance is learned by the paired ensemble, all the instances in the cache array have been replaced, which means that the new data block is established. Meanwhile, the new dynamic classifier will be created based on the new data block and the old dynamic classifier will be dropped. The imbalance threshold σ i will be calculated by (3) . Then, the imbalance degree will be reset to count for the new data block and the uncertainty threshold will be set to a default value. After that, the indicator circularly moves back to the first position of the cache array. Eventually, the paired ensemble addresses the instances in the last block and ends the learning procedure.
B. HYBRID LABELING STRATEGY
In this section, a hybrid labeling strategy consisting of the uncertainty strategy and the imbalance strategy is presented to decide whether to request the real label of the instance or not. In the active learning procedure, the classifiers only learn the instances that are selected by the hybrid labeling strategy, so that the labeling strategy significantly influences the classification performance.
Traditional uncertainty strategies [24] use the most likely class label of the instance with the highest posterior probability in the hypothesis. Letŷ cm be the category with the maximum posteriori probability and E be the ensemble classifier.
This mechanism prefers to select the instances that have the least prediction confidence in their most likely class labels [25] . The selected instances are more representative, and it will help improve the performance of the model. However, the threshold of the uncertainty strategy is difficult to set previously in practical applications. Moreover, the strategy with a fixed threshold [12] , [26] cannot effectively control the labeling budget when the concept changes frequently. Therefore, the margin-based labeling strategy [25] , [27] and the threshold dynamic adjustment method [12] are proposed for solving these problems. In this paper, the margin-based labeling strategy is applied in the uncertainty strategy, which can be defined as (3) .
whereŷ c1 is the category with the maximum posteriori probability and theŷ c2 is the second most posteriori probability. Algorithm 3 shows the process of the uncertainty strategy. 
First, acquire the categories prediction result using the current paired classifiers of the input instance x. Calculate the margin (x) value. If margin (x) is less than the uncertainty threshold θ m , meaning that the paired ensemble cannot determine the category clearly, the algorithm will request the real label of instance x. Then, the uncertainty threshold θ m will be reduced. Conversely, when margin (x) is greater than the uncertainty threshold θ m , the real label will not be requested.
The margin-based dynamic threshold uncertainty strategy shows an adaptable performance on the data stream with concept drift. When concept drift occurs, the classification capability of the paired ensemble will decrease, and the quantity of uncertain instances will clearly increase. At this time, the label query strategy with a fixed budget [8] , [10] , [14] will limit the labeling request, thus deteriorating the classification performance. However, our non-fixed budget strategy can acquire labels on demand to handle the concept drift more precisely. Moreover, the threshold narrowing adjustment prefers the most uncertain instance and saves the labeling cost.
Our hybrid strategy also includes an imbalance strategy based on the imbalance degree of the data block. To indicate the imbalance degree in the data stream, the size of classes is counted. As the imbalance degree can also change during the learning procedure, which is known as virtual drift, our imbalance strategy utilizes the imbalance degree of the last data block. However, in the active learning method, the learning algorithm cannot obtain the real class labels of the instances directly. Therefore, the imbalance degree method obtains the statistics of the class labels, combining the labeling request and the classification prediction. For each instance of the data stream, if the active learning acquires the real label of the instance through the hybrid strategy, the category of the instance will be calculated by the imbalance degree method. Nevertheless, the predictive category of the maximum posteriori probability will be regarded as the real label.
In 1, 2 , . . . ,L) is equal to the size of the data block I . Therefore, the imbalance threshold is defined as (4) . And the σ is a pre-defined constant to control overall labeling budget. If the number of N [i] is zero, the corresponding σ i = σ .
In addition, we can also obtain (5).
It can be seen that the average imbalance threshold is always greater than σ . If one category is the majority, its imbalance threshold will be smaller than σ . However, for the minority, the imbalance threshold will be extended for learning more minimal instances. In general, the labeling budgets are controllable because when the imbalance threshold is extremely high, the percentage of the corresponding VOLUME 6, 2018 category instances is small. Even if all the minimal instances are labeled, the total of the labeling cost will not be beyond the ratio of the minority.
The imbalance strategy uses the framework of the traditional random strategy [12] , and the process of the imbalance strategy is shown in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4 ImbalanceStrategy (x, σ i )
Input:
1. The processing instance x 2. Imbalance threshold σ i , (l = 1, 2, . . . , l) Output: A Boolean variable, labeling∈{True, False} Process:
1. Obtain the category prediction result using the paired ensemble of instance x and the category m of the max predictive maximum posteriori probability 2. Generate a uniform random variable ξ ∈ [0, 1] 3. if (ξ <= σ m ) then 4. return labeling←True 5. else 6. return labeling←False First, get the categories' prediction result of the arriving instance x based on the paired ensemble. Therefore, the category of the max predictive maximum posteriori probability will be determined. Then, generate a uniformly distributed random variable ξ . If ξ is smaller than σ m , the algorithm will request the real label of instance x. The new imbalance strategy also has the useful feature of the traditional random strategy. The instances far from the decision boundary will also be labeled, and it helps capture the potential concept drift.
The procedure of the paired ensemble to address a new arrival instance is shown in Algorithm 5.
When a new instance x new comes from the data stream, the instance x i at the processing position A[i] in cache array will be selected. Then, the algorithm uses the uncertainty strategy to decide whether to request the real label of x i or not. If the uncertainty strategy (Algorithm 3) is not satisfied, then the imbalance strategy (Algorithm 4) is used. For the labeled instances, the stable classifier and the dynamic classifier will be updated and the corresponding imbalance degree N [y i ] will be plus one. If the instance is unlabeled, the category m of the max predictive maximum posteriori probability will be regarded as the class label of the instance. Finally, the newly arrival x new will be cached at the position of x i . And the Figure 1 shows the instance processing procedure.
In summary, the hybrid strategy combines the uncertainty strategy with the imbalance strategy. It cannot only label the most uncertain instances near the decision boundary but also capture the potential concept drift away from the decision boundary. The imbalance strategy prefers labeling the instance of the minority category, so that the more imbalanced the data stream is, the higher the probability is of requesting the minority class label. The hybrid strategy also requests Algorithm 5 DealInstance (x new , i, σ i , θ m , s, N [l] // Cache the new instance in position i to replace x i labels on demand; when concept drift occurs, the strategy will label more instances for handling the drift. Then, the uncertainty threshold is gradually reduced to preferentially query the most uncertain instances to minimize the cost of the requesting label. The imbalance threshold (5) is also able to control the overall budgets below the setting value σ . It is worth mentioning that our strategy can also adapt to multiclass classification.
The time complexity and space complexity of the algorithm are analyzed as follows.
• Time complexity. According to the main processes of the online active learning, let T t be the time for the base classifier to train on an instance. T c represents the time of the base classifier to classify an instance. T l represents the time for labeling an instance, and the time of creating a new classifier is T new . Therefore, for the situation that the actual labeling ratio is ε, and the data block size is I , the time of the paired ensemble to process a data block will be O (2 · εIT t + 2 · IT c + εIT l + T new ). If the data stream contains n instances, the time of addressing the data steam will be O((2 · εIT t + 2 · IT c + εIT l + T new ) · n/I )., i.e., O (n · (2εT t + 2T c + εT l + T new /n)). Therefore, the time complexity is linearly related to the data stream length n. • Space complexity. The proposed method uses the circular cache array to store the instance, so that the space for an instance is only related to the size of the data block I . Let L (m) be the space for a classifier that has been trained by m instance. Therefore, the space occupancy of the paired ensemble for processing a data block will be O (I + 2 L (εI )). For the data stream containing n instances, the space for the paired ensemble to address the data steam will be O (I + L (εn) + L (εI )). The space complexity is mainly influenced by the processed instance n and the size of data block I .
IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
This section evaluates the performance of the proposed online active learning paired ensemble for a data stream with concept drift and class imbalance (OAL-DI) through experiments. We make the comparison experiments with the semi-supervised algorithms and the supervised algorithms.
As for the semi-supervised algorithms, we compare the proposed method with the representative active learning strategies described in [12] , which includes Random Strategy (Random), Variable Uncertainty Strategy (VarUn), Uncertainty Strategy With Randomization (RanVarUn) and Selective Sample (SelSample). As for the supervised algorithms, two learning method OB and OOB in [7] for concept drift and class imbalance is used for comparison. In addition, another two supervised learning methods LB and AUE provided by the MOA data stream software suite [28] are also included in the comparison experiments.
All the experiments are based on the prequential evaluation setting: when a new instance arrives, first tests it and then trains on it. To ensure the consistent performance of the base classifier for different algorithms, all the algorithms applied the Hoeffding Tree with default parameters as base classifier. The experiments were conducted on a machine equipped with an eight-core Intel i7-6700 CPU, 3.4 GHz processor and 32 GB of RAM.
A. DATASETS
In experiments comparing the performance of the classification algorithm on datasets with concept drift and class imbalance, we used 10 real and 31 synthetic datasets.
The real datasets are from the MOA datasets official website and the related paper [29] . Since we applied the PAUC as the evaluation indicator and it can only be used in binary classification problems. The binary real datasets are used for experiments directly. As for the multi-class real datasets, we selected the category which has the smallest number of instances as the minority class and all the other instances were converted into the majority class. Therefore, the multiclass datasets can be learnt as the binary datasets. Particularly, the dataset covtype has seven different classes numbered from 1 to 7. When converting this dataset, we not only chose the smallest category as the minority class, but also other categories as the minority class and generated different binary datasets named from covtype1 to covtype7 because the class imbalance ratio of these three datasets are clearly differentiated. And we selected the covtype1, covtype3 and covtype6 for comparison. Table 1 summarizes the main characteristics of the real datasets.
As the algorithms are frequently biased towards the properties of the data stream, we used all the synthetic generators which have different generating functions in MOA to remove this experimental bias. The different generating functions are used for simulating concept drifts. In total, we used seven generators, Agrawal, AssetNegotiatio, HYP, SEA, Sine, STAGGER and RBF. First, we used Agrawal, AssetNegotiatio, SEA, Sine and STAGGER to generate three data streams with different class imbalance ratio and sudden concept drift, 1/1, 1/10, and 1/100. In the same way, the HYP datasets have three data streams with different class imbalance ratio and gradual concept drift, 1/1, 1/10, and 1/100. In addition, the RBF generator was used to simulate a stream with very short, temporary changes and has mickle attributes.
Additionally, we also tested the data with virtual drift, in which the category can change from the majority to the minority. The Ratio Change (RC) data streams generated by the Agrawal, AssetNegotiatio, SEA, Sine and STAGGER have three imbalance ratio changes (1/1,1/100,1/10,1/1). While the Ratio Change and Drift (RC+D) datasets using the same generators have three real sudden drifts. Particularly, the class imbalance ratio of HYP RC and HYP RC+D are change from 1/1 to 1/100, and the HYP RC+D also has gradual concept change. It should also be noted that all the synthetic datasets except RBF have noise to challenge the classification algorithms. Compared with the real datasets, the class imbalance ratio, concept drift and noise of the synthetic datasets can be set, which can help analyze the algorithms' performance under specific condition. Table 2 summarizes the main characteristics of the synthetic datasets.
As we discussed in Section III, the OAL-DI will randomly select instances to learn when the new classifier is being initialized. When the class imbalance ratio is extremely high, the instances which are randomly selected during the initiation process may not contain those of the minority class. Once it happens, the new classifier will lose the capability of classifying instances of the minority class.
To avoid such dilemmas, we adjustment the initial selection ratio according to the class imbalance ratio of the datasets. The higher the class imbalance ratio is, the larger the initial selection ratio will be. Therefore, the initial selection ratio is set as three levels. When the imbalance ratio is less than 1/5, the initial selection ratio will be set to 0.05. When the class imbalance ratio is between 1/5 with 1/20, the initial selection ratio will be set to 0.10. Otherwise, it will be set to 0.20.
B. EVALUATION METHODS
As a traditional classification performance evaluation indicator, accuracy cannot reflect the real classification condition of all the categories in an imbalanced data stream. While the accuracy value of the majority class is high to acquire a considerable overall accuracy, the classification performance of the minority class is poor. AUC (the area under the ROC curve) is a suitable measurement for class imbalance. Recently, many researches [18] , [19] were completed to modify AUC for evaluating online classification performance and compared it with other measures such as G-mean, Kappa, Kappa-M, and recall in experiments. In summary, we applied the modified AUC (PAUC) as the evaluation indicator of the experiments. And it's only suitable for the binary datasets.
C. PARAMETER SENSITIVITY
According to Section 3, the main parameters of OAL-DI are: block size I , initial selection ratio ε, initial uncertainty strategy threshold setting value θ and imbalance strategy threshold σ . To analyze the parameter sensitivity of the proposed method, we carried out the parameter comparison experiments for the main parameters. And the default settings are I = 500, ε = 0.1 θ = 0.5 and σ = 0.01.
As shown in Table 3 -5, the classification AUC increases with the growth of ε. Theoretically speaking, the lager of the initial selection ratio, the more instances in the data block will be learnt by the classifiers. When the initial selection ratio ε = 1, the active learning will be turned into the supervised learning method. However, for other parameters, there is no obvious appearance to prove the relation between the parameters setting with the classification performance. Therefore, we analyze the stability of the OAL-DI by calculating the relative standard deviations for each parameter.
The results in Table 5 shows that the AUC variation range is small, and the OAL-DI has a well-behaved AUC stability when parameters are changing. Especially for the synthetic datasets of the imbalance ratio 1:100, the relative standard deviations of the initial selection ratio ε are apparently higher than that of other datasets. When the number of instances in minority class is very small, increase the initial selection ratio can help capture more instances in minority class and improve the performance of the classifier. 
D. COMPARATIVE STUDY ON DATASETS
In this section, the online active learning paired ensemble for data stream with concept drift and class imbalance (OAL-DI) is compared with the semi-supervised algorithms and the supervised algorithms. The labeling budget of Random, VarUn, RanVarUn and SelSample are all set to 0.25. The initialization selection ratio ε of OAL-DI is set according to the class imbalance ratio of the datasets, and the imbalance strategy threshold σ is set to 0.01. Moreover, the size of data blocks I is set to 500. All the algorithms apply the Hoeffding Tree with default parameters as the base classifier, but the ALStrategies are the single classifier method. OAL-DI has two base classifiers, and all the supervised algorithms integrate ten base classifiers.
The performance of the algorithms on the synthetic datasets are analyzed in the following order, first is the real concept drift with different class imbalance ratio. Then, it's the data stream with the virtual drift (RC). And the last is the data stream with virtual drift and real drift (RC+D). Lines 10 to 41 of Table 6 shows the average AUC (%) and overall labeling cost (%) of different algorithms on synthetic datasets.
In general, the OAL-DI achieves the higher AUC performance than all the other semi-supervised algorithms and costs fewer real labels on most of the synthetic datasets except Agrawal 1 and STAGGER 100 . Moreover, it's also better than the supervised method on some datasets such as Agrawal 100 , HYP RC+D , STAGGER 1 and so on.
Firstly, we compared the performance of the data stream with real (sudden) concept drift and different class imbalance ratios 1:1, 1:10, and 1:100. These datasets all have 100 k instances, and the sudden concept drifts occur at the 1/4, 2/4 and 3/4 position of the data stream, where the concept converts within 25 instances. Figure 2 shows the classification performance of the STAGGER 1 dataset. OAL-DI achieves the first place of all the algorithms. What's more, for the labeling cost, the OAL-DI is smaller than other active learning methods. At the position where the three sudden concept drifts occur, the labeling cost rises first and then decreases. When the concept drift occurs, the uncertainty of the classification results rises, so that the on-demand labeling request strategy acquires more real labels to handle the concept drift. After that, when the concept tends to be stable, the labeling ratio begins to decline.
Secondly, we analyzed the data stream with real (gradual) concept drift and different class imbalance ratios, 1:1 (HYP 1 ), 1:10 (HYP 10 ) and 1:100 (HYP 100 ), the gradual concept drift happens during the whole steam. OAL-DI has the highest AUC value on the HYP 1 . And it's still better than the ALStrategies on HYP 1 and HYP 100 but costs more real labels on HYP 1 . Figure 3 shows the classification results of HYP 10 , and OAL-DI achieves a better AUC with less labeling requests.
Thirdly, we compared the algorithms on data streams with virtual drift (RC), and those with virtual drift and real drift (RC+D). Taken together, OAL-DI achieves a higher AUC value than the ALStrategies and uses fewer real labels. On HYP RC and HYP RC+D , it gets the best performance than the supervised methods. Figure 4 presents the classification results on Sine RC+D . In Sine RC+D , the sudden concept drifts and imbalance ratio changes happen together at the 1/4, 2/4 and 3/4 position of the data stream. The labeling cost value has a drastic decline at the position of 1/4, where the class imbalance ratio varies from 1:1 to 1:100. With the ratio change from 1:10 to 1:1 at the position of 3/4, the labeling ratio begins to rise, which can reflect the fact that the labeling cost of the OAL-DI is descending as the imbalance degree is increasing.
For the stream with very short, temporary changes (RBF), OAL-DI has a better performance with less labeling cost than ALStrategies, and the PAUC-LB achieves the best performance.
Lines 1 to 10 of the Table 6 shows the average AUC (%) and overall labeling cost (%) of different algorithms on real datasets. In general, the OAL-DI achieves a higher AUC than ALStrategies on most of the real datasets except covtype6, where the OAL-DI only uses 11.7% of the real labels which is less than half of the labeling cost of the ALStrategies. And the OAL-DI costs 1% more labels but gets a higher AUC by a large margin than ALStrategies on Air. On Air and BNG_bridges, the OAL-DI gets the second place among all the semi-supervised methods and supervised methods. Figure 5 presents the classification results on BNG_zoo. The BNG_zoo contains a series of animal characteristics and the corresponding animals which consists of 17 Booleanvalued attributes and 7 classes including mammal, bird, reptile, fish amphibian, insect and invertebrate. Each class represents one type of animal species and we selected the amphibian as the minority category. Other classes are defined as the majority. The class imbalance ratio of BNG_zoo is 5/100 so that the initial selection ratio is set to 0.20. As it shows in Figure 5 , the OAL-DI achieves a higher AUC value than ALStrategies and PAUC-LB by a large margin. And the performance of OAL-DI is very closed to other supervised methods. The experiments on real datasets indicate that OAL-DI can help handle the classification problem in practical applications. The main advantage of OAL-DI is that it uses fewer real labels than other supervised methods, which will be suitable for the conditions that the real label of the instances are hard to acquire.
Although the OAL-DI is better than ALStrategies on most of the datasets with less labeling cost, there are still many exceptions on Air, Agrawal 1 , Agrawal RC , HYP 1 and SEA 1 that the OAL-DI costs more real labels. The labeling cost of OAL-DI consists of the initial selection instances and those selected by the hybrid strategy during the learning progress. It means that once the initial selection ratio is confirmed, the total labeling cost of the OAL-DI will depend on the properties of the datasets and the hybrid selective strategy. If the class imbalance ratio of the dataset is closed to 1/1, the hybrid selective strategy will prefer to select more instances to train the classifier during the learning progress. Compared to the fixed labeling budgets algorithms, the OAL-DI can request the real labels on demand but it may cost more real labels when the concept drifts of the data stream are too frequent.
E. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
In this section, the statistical test on the classification AUC of the different methods on all the datasets is carried out, which can help extend the comparative analysis [30] . The Friedman test is applied for verifying whether there are significant performance differences between the classification AUC of different algorithms. The null hypothesis for the test is that there is no performance distinction among all the experimental algorithms. However, if the null hypothesis is unfounded, the Nemenyi test will be used to find the difference of the classification performance between our method and the other algorithms. First, the classification of AUC results is sorted in descending order and the critical difference is computed by the Nemenyi post hoc test as CD = 1.88. The Friedman test result is shown in Table 7 . Figure 6 visualizes the result by connecting the groups of algorithms that are not significantly different. The performance of OAL-DI is closed to the supervised methods and better than all the semi-supervised algorithms and PAUC-AUE.
V. CONCLUSION
The joint problem of concept drift and class imbalance has attracted growing attention. In this paper, the online active learning paired ensemble for concept drift and class imbalance is proposed. The paired ensemble consists of a long-term stable classifier and a dynamic classifier. Additionally, the novel hybrid labeling strategy including uncertainty strategy and imbalance strategy is used for requesting the representative instances' labels of the minority category. Then, the experimental evaluation compares the classification performance of the proposed method with semi-supervised algorithms and supervised algorithms by the AUC index. And the real datasets and different types of synthetic datasets are all applied. Experimental results show that the proposed method can handle the concept drifts with different class imbalance ratios effectively. The hybrid labeling can request real label on demand, so that the algorithm can adapt to concept drift quickly and save the labeling budget. For further work, we consider applying other imbalance addressing methods into the current framework.
